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POLYMORPHISM OF BACTERIAL RESTRICTION-MODIFICATION
SYSTEMS: THE ADVANTAGE OF DIVERSITY

STEVEN A. FRANK
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Abstract. — Bacterial restriction-modification systems provide defense against foreign DNA by using
a self versus nonself recognition mechanism. A great diversity of recognition motifs is maintained
in natural populations. Circumstantial evidence suggests that defense against bacteriophage viruses
favors this diversity. (1) Bacterial restriction enzymes can destroy invading phage DNA. (2) Phage
DNA can mimic the host's self-recognition mechanism. The ability of the virus to pose as a mimic
favors diversification of the host's recognition motif. Other observations suggest that restriction
modification (RM) does not provide any significant defensive advantages in mature communities.
(1) In laboratory experiments, bacteria evolve resistance to phage by mutation and selection of the
receptors to which phage adsorb. The outcome of these experiments is a community dominated
by bacteria with receptor-based resistance, with a low abundance of phage and susceptible bacteria.
(2) Phage are rare and receptor-based resistance is common in samples from natural communities.
I present a model that shows two factors determine community composition: resources and RM
diversity. Communities in resource-rich habitats are dominated by receptor-based resistance and
support few phage; communities in poor habitats are dominated by restriction-modification defense
and relatively abundant phage. RM diversity is itself a direct cause of community composition.
As diversity increases from a low level, the abundance of phage increases and the relative abundance
of receptor-based resistance declines. Further increases in diversity cause a crash in phage abun-
dance, yielding a stable community of diverse RM types but an absence of the selective pressure—
the phage — that drove the diversification. Empirical studies must sample a range of resource levels
and RM diversity to analyze the forces that determine community composition.
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Bacteria have a simple recognition-based im-
munity system that protects them from invasion
by foreign DNA (Wilson and Murray 1991).
There are two components to the system. Re-
striction enzymes cut DNA molecules that carry
a particular sequence of nucleotides. Modifica-
tion enzymes recognize the same nucleotide se-
quence but, instead of cutting the DNA, these
enzymes modify the recognition site in a way
that protects that molecule from restriction. A
bacterial cell's own DNA is modified, otherwise
the restriction enzymes would cut the DNA and
kill the cell.

Restriction-modification (RM) enzymes are
known for over 200 different recognition sites
(Kessler and Manta 1990; Roberts 1990). Cir-
cumstantial evidence suggests that defense against
bacteriophage viruses has been a powerful force
promoting diversity. (1) RM can protect host
cells from invading phage (Luria and Human
1952; Arber 1965). (2) Phage that develop in a
bacteria with a particular RM type are modified
for the associated recognition sequence. These
modified phage can attack other bacteria of the
same RM type but are sensitive to restriction by

different RM systems. Rare RM types are fa-
vored because few phage will be modified for
their recognition sequence. This frequency de-
pendent selection promotes diversity of RM as
a defense against phage (Levin 1986, 1988). (3)
Phage carry a variety of antirestriction mecha-
nisms (Kruger and Bickle 1983; Sharp 1986; Ko-
rona et al. 1993). For example, many phage lack
particular RM recognition sequences. The prob-
ability of having these recognition sequences is
very high if no selective pressure were acting on
sequence composition.

The circumstantial evidence favors phage-me-
diated selection as an explanation for RM di-
versity. However, direct studies of interactions
between phage and bacteria suggest that bacteria
resist phage attack by modifying the receptor sites
at which phage adsorb and enter the cell (Lenski
1984, 1988; Lenski and Levin 1985). In these
studies, RM apparently has little effect on the
long-term dynamics of phage and bacteria, sug-
gesting that RM diversity may be maintained by
processes other than phage-mediated selection in
stable communities (Korona and Levin 1993).

Laboratory studies of phage and bacteria
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maintained in chemostats provide repeatable ob-
servations about coevolution between phage and
bacteria (Lenski 1988; Korona and Levin 1993).
Phage and bacteria are mixed to begin the ex-
periment. No matter what the short-term dy-
namics, the bacteria usually evolve a set of sur-
face receptors that resist attack by phage. These
modified receptors may reduce host growth rate
because the receptors used by phage are typically
the site for uptake of important nutrients.

With the appearance of receptor-based resis-
tance, the community settles to a balance of re-
sistant bacteria with reduced growth and sensi-
tive bacteria with phage-induced mortality (Levin
et al. 1977). In these communities, resistant bac-
teria typically outnumber sensitive bacteria, and
there is a small phage population supported on
the sensitive strain (Lenski 1988).

The outcome of evolution in laboratory com-
munities can be summarized as follows. If re-
ceptor resistance is rare during the early phases
of the experiment, RM may provide some de-
fense against phage. As the experiment proceeds,
receptor-based resistance becomes common,
phage become rare, and RM loses its selective
advantage.

The observations from natural populations
provide conflicting evidence about the role of
RM. On the one hand, phage are rare in natural
isolates (Scarpino 1978), and receptor-based re-
sistance is common (Lenski and Levin 1985).
These observations support the view that phage-
mediated selection is a very weak force in the
maintenance of RM diversity. On the other hand,
phage often carry antirestriction mechanisms,
suggesting that RM is an important selective force
on phage and that, in turn, phage probably in-
fluence RM diversity.

Levin (1986, 1988; Korona and Levin 1993)
suggested that the conflicting evidence can be
explained by a model in which RM is advanta-
geous in colonizing new habitats, where phage
are common and receptor-based resistance for
the local phage has not yet evolved. As the newly
established community matures, receptor-based
resistance spreads and eventually dominates.
Thus, RM diversity is maintained by cycles of
selection that occur during colonization.

I present a model that shows phage can be a
potent selective force in mature communities.
The model explains the previously confusing ob-
servation that, in some mature communities, re-
ceptor-based resistance is common, phage are
rare, and RM systems are diverse. The new as-

pect of my model is that variation in RM di-
versity is itself a direct cause of community struc-
ture.

THE MODEL

I analyze a modified version of Levin's (1986)
model. There are i = 1, . . . , N bacterial geno-
types. Each genotype has a distinct RM type that
cuts a unique DNA sequence. There are i = 1,
. . . , N matching phage types, where phage type
i is modified by and can therefore attack the ith
RM bacterial genotype. There is an additional
bacterial genotype with a modified surface re-
ceptor that prevents entry by phage. This bac-
terial genotype cannot be attacked by any phage.

The dynamics for the N host bacterial types,
hi, the receptor-modified host, h„ and the N phage
types, p„ are given by

dh,[	 7,h, + 7,H
dt 

= h, 7S 	 K

-Ow(P — p,) -

dt	
h r [yr al,	 (1B)dhr =	 + 7,H

dp
dt p s + fish — OH]

+ Owf3h,(P — p,). (1C)

The numbers of host cells and phage particles
per unit volume are given by h„ hr , and p,, with
H =	 h„ and P =	 p,.

The rate of population increase for hosts with
receptor-based resistance is 'yr , and for RM hosts,
-ys . Receptor-based resistance is assumed to have
a cost so that ys > yr. The rate at which host
cells are lost from the habitat by density-inde-
pendent processes such as washout is a; the anal-
ogous rate for phage is s. The carrying capacity
of the habitat is K, the maximum number of
bacterial cells per unit volume that can be sup-
ported by the available resources. The terms with
K in the denominator give the effects of density-
dependent competition among the bacteria for
limiting nutrients.

The rate at which phage particles adsorb to
bacterial cells for a given density of cells is 0.
Phage adsorb to all bacterial cells except those
with receptor-based resistance. Once adsorbed,
the phage enters the cell, leading to one of three
outcomes. If the phage is not modified for the
host's RM type, then (1) the phage DNA is cut
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with probability 1 — w, or (2) with probability
w, the phage is modified before it is restricted,
allowing the phage to replicate, produce # prog-
eny that are modified for the host's RM type,
and kill the host. (3) If the phage is modified for
the host's RM type, then phage progeny are
produced and the host is killed.

The system in equations (1) is easier to analyze
when rewritten in nondimensional form (Segel
1972; Murray 1989). Nondimensional analysis
focuses attention on a minimal set of parameters
and highlights relative magnitudes (scaling re-
lations) among the processes that drive the dy-
namics. Nondimensional analysis is accom-
plished without altering the dynamics or
interpretation because one can translate freely
between the biologically motivated formulation
and the nondimensional quantities.

The system can be rewritten with the following
substitutions:

h i/K,	 fir = hr/K,	 13, =

T = tys ,	 d = OK/7s,	 =

p = si-ys ,	 r = aPys .	 (2)

Dropping the hats yields the nondimensional
system

= h,[1 — -yh r — H — p,

— w(P — p,) — r],	 (3A)

dhr
= h r [y — -yh r — H — r],	 (3B)

dr

dp,
pt[— p +	 — dH]

dr

+ dcof3h,(P — p,).	 (3C)

The unique equilibrium of the full 2N + 1 types
in Equation (3) is obtained by setting each of the
above equations to zero, yielding

h`* =
d[f3 + cofl(N — 1) — N]

i = 1, . . . , N	 (4A)

	

kr* = 1 — Nh*/-y —	 (4B)

1 —* 	p 1 + w(N — 1)

I analyze this system in two stages. First, I
present the conditions under which the com-
munity tends to be composed of either purely
receptor-resistant bacteria and no phage or pure-
ly RM bacteria and phage. These conditions can
be established from the equilibrium properties
in equations (4). Second, I show that the equi-
librium equations can also predict the compo-
sition of mixed communities, where the mixtures
are defined as the abundance of phage and the
relative proportion of RM versus receptor-resis-
tant bacteria.

Fixation or Loss of Receptor-Based
Resistance

Receptor-based resistance is fixed as Nh*, —
0. By contrast, receptor-based resistance is lost
from the population when h* < 0, which occurs

dh,
dr

p

i = 1, . . . , N.	 (4C)

FIG. 1. Fluctuations in C = log,o(/,h,/hr) over time. The layout of the figure is described in the text. Here I
describe how the parameters were chosen. The parameter for each row was varied over 11 evenly spaced steps
for the range of that parameter. The other six parameters were chosen randomly from their range, subject to
the single linear constraint imposed by C* = log,o(Nh*/er ). The ranges for the seven parameters are: 10° N

102 ; 0.89	 0.99; 10- 6	 co	 10-'; 10- 5	 d	 10 5 ; 10'	 103; 0.05	 p	 0.25; 0.05	 r	 0.25.
For the ranges specified by powers of 10, the range was divided into uniform pieces on a logarithmic scale. All
seven parameters were studied, the results for N, d, and p are plotted in the figure. In the six cases where was
free to vary, the other six parameters were chosen and the constraint equation was solved for 13. When (3 was
varied systematically, five parameters were chosen randomly and then d was obtained by solving the constraint
equation. Each run was started by initializing each of the 2N + 1 types with an abundance chosen by a random
number from 10- 5 to 10- 3 , where the random distribution is uniform on a logarithmic scale. The system was
further initialized by applying equations (3) for 1000 nondimensional time units, T, where each unit is the
doubling time of the RM types (see eq. 2). The ratio of the total abundance of all RM types to receptor-resistant
cells was then measured after each of the following 1000 time units. The 5, 25, 50, 75, and 95 percentiles were
calculated from these 1000 measurements. Each run has randomly chosen parameters and random initialization.
I replicated each run 100 times for each fixed parameter value and equilibrium constraint, C*. These replicates
yielded 100 measurements for each of the five percentile categories. For example, the top of the upper vertical
line is the median value over 100 replicates of the ninety-fifth percentile for the 1000 time points measured for
each replicate.
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when

dO(y — r)(1 — w)
N > 	 -(1 + p — co0)

This condition can be simplified by noting that
the probability that a phage escapes restriction,
w, is likely to be small, so that 0.0 1. Thus,
the condition for loss of receptor-based resis-
tance in equation (5) is approximately

	

N > dfi(y — r)/(1 + p). 	 (6)

Two predictions are worth noting. First, the
relative advantage of RM defense versus recep-
tor-based defense increases as the diversity of
RM genotypes, N, increases. RM gains an ad-
vantage when diverse because each phage is spe-
cialized for only the one RM type in which it
was born— a phage has only a small probability,
w, of succeeding in any of the other N — 1 types.
As N increases, a higher proportion of phage ad-
sorptions results in phage death rather than suc-
cessful infection.

A second prediction from equation (6) is that
a reduction in d = OK/7, favors RM over recep-
tor-based defense. A decrease in phage adsorp-
tion relative to population growth rate, 6/7„ fa-
vors RM by shifting the main selective pressure
on the bacterial hosts away from phage resistance
and toward resource competition. Likewise, a
reduction in habitat quality, K, favors RM over
receptor-based defense by emphasizing resource
competition. In each case, the assumption that
receptor-based resistance has some cost, 'y r <
however small, causes RM to be better suited for
habitats in which resource competition is intense
(Levin 1986).

The other parameters in equation (6), 0, r,
p, are likely to vary over a much smaller range
than Nand d for a particular phage-bacteria sys-
tem (see above definitions).

Mixture of Receptor-Based Resistance
and RM Types

In the previous section, I used the equilibrium
equations to find conditions for the fixation or
loss of RM relative to receptor-based resistance.
In this section, I analyze the fluctuations (sta-
bility) of the system to support those conclusions.
I also extend the analysis to show that the equi-
librium equations provide a good prediction for
the relative abundance of RM types and recep-
tor-based resistance in mixed communities.

The equilibrium in equations (4) can be used

to predict the relative abundance of RM and
receptor-resistant bacteria, C = log, 0(lik/hr). This
prediction is useful only if fluctuations in the
system are sufficiently small that the location of
the equilibrium is a good guide to the community
mixture.

The computer analysis presented in figure 1
shows that the equilibrium value C* =
log,o(Nieller ) provides an excellent prediction
for community composition. The purpose of the
figure is to show the match between the equilib-
rium prediction, ek , listed at the top of each
column of panels, and the observed distribution
of values for the ratio of susceptible to resistant
types, C. The observed values, measured by the
scale along the y-axis of each panel, match closely
the predicted values given for each column.

The remainder of this section provides details
about figure 1. It is not necessary to follow these
details on first reading. The only important con-
clusion from figure (1) is that the equilibrium
equations provide a good description of com-
munity composition.

Each row of panels shows the effect of varying
a particular parameter, (N, d, or p), with a dif-
ferent value of C* in each column. Each panel
shows the effect of increasing the parameter over
11 different values in a range given in the figure
caption.

For example, the upper left panel of figure 1
shows the effect of varying the number of types,
N, when the predicted equilibrium mixture, C*
= —2, is 1% RM types and 99% receptor-resis-
tant cells. The 11 values of N along the x-axis
are equally spaced values on a logarithmic scale
over the range 10° to 102 . Thus, the second value
along the x-axis is N = 100.2 .;=. 2. Two vertical
lines and a circle are shown above this value.
These marks show the fluctuations in C over
approximately 1000 generations. The top of the
upper line is the ninety-fifth percentile of C over
time, the bottom of that line is the seventy-fifth
percentile, the circle is the median, and the top
and bottom of the lower line are the twenty-fifth
and fifth percentiles, respectively. (Further de-
tails are given in the figure caption.) Variation
caused by 7, w, 0, and r is not shown, but in each
case the fluctuations were smaller than in those
panels shown in the figure.

The abundances of the N distinct RM systems
tend to be nearly equal whenever RM types make
up one-half or more of the bacterial population,
C* > 0. Fluctuation in the evenness of the dis-
tribution of RM types sometimes occurs when

(5)
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FIG. 2. Contour plot of the relative equilibrium abun-
dance of RM and receptor-based resistance. The con-
tours show C* = log io(Ne/h*,. ) as a function of the
number of RM types, N, and the nondimensional pa-
rameter d = 8K/7s . Variation in d is caused mainly by
variation in resource availability, K. The other param-
eters were set to the center point for the plots in figure
1: r= p= 0.15; w= = 10- 3.5 ;/3 = 100; and -y = 0.94.

RM is rare. This probably happens because, with
small total abundance, shifts in absolute num-
bers have a greater effect on relative frequency.

RM Diversity and Community Composition

The two parameters most likely to vary widely
in natural communities are N, the number of RM
types, and d = OK/sys . Variation in d is caused
mainly by changes in resource abundance, K.
Figure 2 shows how a decline in resource quality
and an increase in RM diversity increase the

relative abundance of RM versus receptor-resis-
tant bacteria.

The effects of increasing RM diversity on com-
munity composition can be divided into three
stages. Each stage is labeled by a circled number
in the panels of figure 3.

(1)As the number of RM types increases from
N = 1, the abundances of phage and phage-sen-
sitive RM types increase and the abundance of
receptor-resistant bacteria decreases. A rare RM
type always invades an equilibrium community
with phage because none of the phage are spe-
cialized (modified) for the new type. Each new
RM type increases to the point at which it main-
tains its own phage subpopulation that limits the
further spread of that RM type. Each of the RM
types is phage-limited; thus, each new RM type
causes an approximately linear increase in the
total abundance of phage and RM types. Because
the RM types are phage limited, the resources
taken by each new RM type reduce the abun-
dance of the receptor-resistant population but do
not interfere with other RM types.

(2) The receptor-resistant bacteria are even-
tually driven to extinction when a sufficient num-
ber of RM types have accumulated (see eq. 5).
Novel RM types can continue to invade. Each
new type causes a reduction in the phage pop-
ulation. This reduction is probably caused by the
high proportion of phage deaths that result from
adsorption and restriction in bacteria for which
the phage DNA is unmodified, (1 – w)(N – 1)/
N, and by the increase in resource competition
among the RM types, which reduces the amount
of bacterial productivity that can be grazed by
the phage.

d = 0.01
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FIG. 3. Community composition as a function of the number of RM types, N. The y-axis shows abundance
in nondimensional units according to equation (2), with Np*, scaled by 7/50 in the right panel. The three sections
of each panel are described in the text. The value of 'y, which controls the width of section two, is 0.8. The
value of d is shown above each plot. The other parameters were set to the center point for the plots in figure 1:
r= p= 0.15; w= = 10- 3 - 5 ; and # = 100.
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(3) Further increase in the number of RM types
drives the phage to extinction. Extinction occurs
when the condition in equation (5) is satisfied
with set to one. The stable community at the
transition between stages 2 and 3 supports a di-
versity of RM types but no phage.

DISCUSSION

The model makes two predictions. First, re-
source-poor habitats are expected to have a high-
er relative abundance of RM defense versus re-
ceptor-based defense (Levin 1986, 1988). Second,
RM diversity is favored in all habitats with phage
because a rare RM type can always invade an
equilibrium community. The interesting aspect
of the model is that RM diversity can have a
strong influence on community composition (figs.
2 and 3). For a fixed level of nutrients, an increase
in RM diversity can cause a shift from a com-
munity with few phage and relative dominance
by receptor-resistant bacteria to a community in
which receptor-based resistance is rare and phage
are common. A further increase in RM diversity
can drive the phage to extinction. In a laboratory
experiment this sequence would lead to an end-
point that, at first sight, would seem strange: a
community of diverse RM types but an absence
of the selective pressure — the phage.

Korona and Levin (1993) conducted a labo-
ratory experiment to look at the other extreme
of RM diversity: the case in which one RM type
is present and a second type is added to the com-
munity. Receptor-based resistance was absent in
the initial community. Mutations for receptor-
based resistance spread in the bacterial popula-
tion, leading to a community in which receptor-
based resistance was common, and RM types
and phage were rare or absent. This result, along
with the observations from natural isolates men-
tioned above, led Korona and Levin to suggest
that RM may not be an important defense against
phage in mature communities. The model pre-
sented here shows that the role of RM diversity
must be analyzed in the context of different levels
of resource abundance. For example, Korona and
Levin's design with lower levels of resource might
allow invasion of the novel RM strain rather than
dominance by resistant bacteria. In addition, the
level of RM diversity is itself an important cause
of community composition. For example, Ko-
rona and Levin's design with several RM types
in the initial population might not be invaded
by resistant bacterial strains.

Other factors probably influence RM diversity

and community composition. For example, phage
antirestriction mechanisms enhance host range
beyond those RM types for which the virus is
modified (Kruger and Bickle 1983; Sharp 1986).
Such counter-measures by the virus can lead to
a coevolutionary genetic system with extensive
polymorphism in both the host and parasite
(Chao et al. 1977; Frank 1992, 1993; Thompson
and Burdon 1992). Samples of phage from wild
populations show that the viruses are highly
polymorphic for antirestriction mechanisms
(Korona et al. 1993).

Whatever the role of viral polymorphism, it
is clear that the joint effects of habitat quality
and RM diversity must be analyzed to under-
stand the maintenance of RM polymorphism.
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